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Abstract
The loss of hand profoundly affects an individual’s quality of
life. Prosthetic hands can provide a route to functional rehabil-
itation by allowing the amputees to undertake their daily activ-
ities. However, the performance of current artificial hands falls
well short of the dexterity that natural hands offer. The aim of
this study is to test whether an intelligent vision system could
be used to enhance the grip functionality of prosthetic hands.
To this end, a convolutional neural network (CNN) deep learn-
ing architecture was implemented to classify the objects in the
COIL100 database in four basic grasp groups: tripod, pinch,
palmar and palmar with wrist rotation. Our preliminary, yet
promising, results suggest that the additional machine vision
system can provide prosthetic hands with the ability to detect
object and propose the user an appropriate grasp.
1 Introduction
Computer vision has become an indispensable field in science
and technology through providing human-like capability of
seeing and visually sensing the world for a machine or a com-
puter. There has been a significant focus on applications of
computer vision in robotics and industrial applications. It has
been however under-used in medical applications. One of these
medical applications is prosthetic hand, which is the focus of
this paper.
Prosthetic limbs provide a vital route to functional rehabilita-
tion of amputees and people with congenital limb loss. Ad-
vanced prosthetic hands can improve dramatically amputees’
quality of life by enabling them to do their activities of daily
living and by helping them to return to their career and gener-
ate income. Despite considerable technical advances, the con-
trol of these commercial hands is limited to 1-dimension [1,2].
In addition, the process of switching a prosthetic hand into an
appropriate grip mode (e.g. pinch, tripod) to pick up different
objects can be cumbersome. Therefore, to become fully inte-
grated into users’ motor repertoire, the performance of hand
prostheses must still improve greatly.
Conventionally, prosthetic hands are controlled with the elec-
trical activity of muscles, the electromyogram (EMG) signal,
recorded from the surface of the skin [2, 3]. Recently how-
ever alternative modalities have been introduced to replace the
EMG. Skin movement analysis via accelerometry signals [4,5]
and computer vision [6–8] are two examples. Specifically in
the case of the latter, by employing computer vision, object
shapes can be analysed and an appropriate grasp can be deter-
mined.
There have been few studies that focused on utilising vision for
hand prostheses. For example, in the work presented in [6,7,9],
a dexterous hand was provided with vision and an autonomous
controller. After triggering the hand and controlling its orien-
tation by the user, a cognitive vision system (CVS) captured
an image of the object. Then, the object’s dimensions and dis-
tance to the target were estimated for the high level controller.
The high level controller automatically proposes the best grasp
type and size through rule-based reasoning. More recently, a
semi-autonomous prosthetic hand control mechanism was de-
veloped in [8] with stereovision cameras and augmented reality
(AR). Their proposed system could reduce the cognitive bur-
den on user by using two sources of information, namely the
EMG signals and artificial vision. Whether it is practical to ask
users to wear AR glasses is debatable. In [10], deep learning
for detecting robotic (not prosthetic) grasps was proposed to
improve robotic grasp functionality.
The proposed project, however, follows a fundamentally dif-
ferent approach. We hypothesised that development of an au-
tomatic object grasp identification based on abstract learning,
rather than estimating grasp on an object-by-object basis, could
effectively enhance grip functionality of prosthetic hands. To
this end, and as a proof of principle, we used convolutional
neural network (CNN) [11] for our deep learning structure.
Not only CNN has the ability to learn specific patterns, but
also it is well suited to image classification tasks [12]. They are
shown to perform well in a variety of challenging object recog-
nition tasks [13]. However, other classification techniques,
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Fig. 1: COIL100 dataset of 100 different objects
such as many of the conventional algorithm [14] or those in-
spired by biology [15,16] could have been used. Designing an
efficient and robust architecture for the object recognition task,
the best grip mode for the detected object can be proposed by
the model.
2 Methods
2.1 Dataset
The COIL100 dataset [17] was used for the recognition task.
This dataset consists of 7200 images including 100 categories
of objects. It is a dataset entirely including objects; most
of which being household objects. There are 72 different
poses per object, which are obtained by taking photos of each
item against a black background at each 5◦ rotation through a
turntable that covers 360◦. The images are size normalised and
the images with the dimension of 32×32 have been used in the
tests. Figure 1 represents the COIL100 dataset.
2.2 Convolutional neural networks (CNNs)
CNNs are biologically inspired from the visual cortex, in
which cells are sensitive to small sub-regions of the visual field
called receptive fields. CNNs employ three architectural ideas,
which provide them with some extent of shift, scale and dis-
tortion invariance: local connectivity, parameter sharing and
pooling or sub-sampling. There are mainly two types of layers
in a CNN: convolutional layers and sub-sampling or pooling
layers. The former have different number of filters for extract-
ing desired distinctive features, such as edges. These filters are
applied across the image and the result is the feature maps that
have the same number as the filters. Each feature map extracts
the same feature regardless of its location in the image. Subse-
quently, a non-linear down-sampling is applied to the feature
maps in the next layer (sub-sampling or pooling). Figure 2
illustrates the implemented CNN in this project.
Having ml images of size r×r , kl features are learned in each
layer (l is the number of layers that is 0 for input layer) through
small c× c (c < r) filters (kernels) according to
Xlij = f(Z
l
ij) , Z
l
ij = (K
l
j ∗Xlij + blj)
i = 1, 2, . . . ,ml , j = 1, 2, . . . , kl
(1)
where, ml is the number of input maps in each layer and kl
is the number of kernels in each layer. f is the activation
function applied in an element-by-element manner, and Klj
and blj denote the j-th kernels and biases in l-th layer. X
l
ij
is (r− c+ 1)× (r− c+ 1) matrix of convolved features (fea-
ture maps) of i-th input map and j-th filter in l-th layer, while
Xl−1i is the i-th input map of the l-th layer. “∗” sign refers to
a “valid” convolution meaning that convolution is performed
inside the image borders.
The next layer in CNN is normally pooling, in which a region
size is selected, e.g. s × s, where (r − c+ 1)/s is an integer.
The convolved features are partitioned to s× s sub-regions. In
each sub-region, typically, the maximum or average is selected.
The result can be used for classification through a fully con-
nected network or followed by several other layers of convolu-
tion and pooling and then classified. We used Rectified Linear
Unit (ReLU) [18] and max-pooling (used in [13,19,20]) as the
activation and pooling functions respectively (Equations 2, 3).
a(t) = max(0, t). (2)
sj = max
i∈Rj
ci (3)
where a(.) indicates the activation function and ci is each el-
ement of the pooled feature map matrix in the pooling region
Ri. The filters are then learned through back propagation and
updating via stochastic gradient descent (SGD).
2.3 Grasp identification
In order to implement a CNN for grasp identification, the ob-
jects were manually organized based on their appropriate grasp
type. In grasp recognition test, four common grip modes were
chosen: Palmar, pinch, tripod and palmar with wrist rotation.
In this way, rather than classifying thousands of examples in
100 classes, they are classified in 4 groups. The training set in-
cluded 90% of the randomly arranged poses of each object in
each grasp class (65 out of 72 images per object). The remain-
ing 10% of the views for each object were given to the test set
(3).
2.4 Cross-Validation
In order to achieve the variability of results based on weight
initialisation and view selection, 10 different random sets of
poses were selected. Then, for each set, 10 different random
weight initialisations were examined.
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3 Results
As an initial step, the performance of classifying the objects for
the WOC test by using Softmax classifier [21] only was exam-
ined. Having four grasps as the outputs, the average accuracy
for Softmax was 88.6± 6.21% [10-fold cross-validated across
both weight initialisation and pose selection]. Cross-validated
results for one-layer CNN indicates 94% grasp recognition
average accuracy. Palmar grasp achieved the best accuracy
among all the grasp types. That could be due to the small va-
riety of objects in that group and the fact that most of them are
symmetric. The palmar grasp with wrist rotation is the second
best class on average accuracy, probably because of the high
number of training examples in this group. The large number
of samples in the database led the algorithm to have a better
chance to learn, even if there is a large variety of objects in
that grasp group.
Finally, tripod and pinch group both have similar performance.
The main reason could be the difference in different views of
the same object; e.g. a toy car seems rectangular from 0◦ view,
while it seems to have a square-like shape from 90◦ angle (Fig-
ure 3). Having more training data for these two groups could
be helpful in improving the average accuracy. The average
accuracy for two-layer CNN is 97.32% and it is above 96.6%
(±0.8%−±2.76% across pose selection and±0.17%−±0.4%
across weight initialisation) for each grasp. Both one and two-
layer CNNs, presented better average accuracy than Softmax.
Figure 4 indicates the average performance for the three archi-
tectures.
Considering deep architectures, two-layer CNN outperformed
the one-layer CNN. With a two layer CNN, the classification
accuracy in all groups was comparable. Yet, the group ranking,
in terms of accuracy, remained the same. These improvements
could be because a two-layer CNN, can learn more abstract
features of the input data thanks to its additional free param-
eters. Having higher level of abstraction and neglecting the
details could provide a better pose-invariance. It is worth men-
tioning that when the second pooling filter dimension was the
same size (2) as that of the previous layer, the performance
dropped to approximately 90%. This observation indicates that
this pooling layer was excessive and sub-sampling eliminated
helpful information provided in feature maps. Consequently,
no pooling layer was added to the two-layer CNN.
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Fig. 4: The cross-validated average accuracy and STD across pose selection and weight initialisation.
Larger standard deviation across view selection than that
across weight initialisation implies that CNN is less robust to
pose selection than weight initialisation. This seems plausible,
since pose selection can lead to testing a view, which is unfa-
miliar to the trained algorithm and makes the recognition task
more challenging.
4 Discussion
The shallow learning method examined in this project was
Softmax regression, which was later used as a classifier in the
deeper network (CNN) as well. The achieved results with Soft-
max higher that chance level. A reason for this shallow clas-
sifier is successful could be that the size of input images in
the COIL100 (32× 32) is small. Trying the Softmax on larger
image sizes would not bring about as good result as deeper net-
work used. As the real images are not as small as the images
in the COIL100, a more complex way of learning is required.
More importantly, even with the small size of images and few
number of objects per class for the BOC test, both one-layer
and two-layer CNNs show superior performance compared to
Softmax.
Finding the best number of layers is a bit of challenging task.
Adding layers to a neural network usually leads to learning
more abstract features. That is, by having more layers in a
deep network, filters become more complex and improve from
simple details, e.g. edges, to more specific features. Inter-
estingly, a deeper network does not essentially lead to better
learning due to several reasons. One reason could be that there
are more parameters to be tuned in a deeper network, so find-
ing the best parameters to have the best accuracy is more chal-
lenging. Having a deeper network, more data also should be
prepared for training ro avoid over-fitting. In our tests, the
two-layer CNN model achieved better results than the one-
layer CNN model. This could be because compared to ob-
ject identification, grasp recognition should be able to estimate
the appropriate grasp other than the pose of the same object.
A higher level of abstraction, which is provided by two-layer
CNN leads to neglecting details and offers better generalisation
for the test. This abstraction can provide superior performance
in grasp recognition.
5 Conclusion
We proposed a simple deep learning structure to classify ob-
jects in a standard and public dataset into four groups accord-
ing to the grasp type required for handing them. We showed
that a deep CNN structure outperforms shallow classifier in
classifying unseen aspects of objects. Whether CNN can gen-
eralise to identify the grasp types for the objects that have not
been seen at all during training is the subject of our future
work. Once the CNN is learned the computational cost of im-
plementing it in hardware, e.g. a prosthetic hand, is very small.
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